Parallel face Detection and Recognition on GPU
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Abstract— Human face detection and recognition finds various application in domain like Surveillance, Law Enforcement, Interactive game application etc. These application requires fast image processing in real time however with the proposed work earlier does not gives that capability. In this paper we have proposed technique that process image for face detection and recognition in parallel on NVIDIA GeForce GTX 770 GPU which has compute Capability of 3.0. We have used Viola and Jones for face detection and PCA Eigenfaces algorithm for face recognition. The viola and jones shown result of processing the faces at 15 frame per second but our method shown approximately 109 frame per second in CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) development framework. The algorithm are implemented to process data in parallel and made some practical optimization changes to work fast in C based programming model from NVIDIA. We have tested our proposed work on static images, video frame as well as on live camera frames captured device. We also tested that our system works robustly in extremely illumination condition. This work is done by PG students in Institute NVIDIA's Research Lab.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The machine computation of human faces is most and widely active research topic in domain of Image processing, pattern recognition and in computer vision. The fact that the image processing extracted feature provide clue in many security, surveillance, banking, commercial sector system. However the face detection and recognition are increasingly used in video conferencing, video games, interactive game play station, virtual reality system etc. The real time system require algorithm that make interactivity as well as critical nature of time which makes necessity to design the parallel algorithm that process the huge amount of data generated by capturing devices like smart cameras.

A typical face processing system is composed of face detection, face recognition, face tracking and rendering. Different faces can be tracked and recognized despite of different location. In such a case it might be useful to track a person from one camera view to another camera by handing off face to another process. Now these type of information to process is critical in secure environment. To use these three modules i.e. Face Detection, Face Recognition and Tracking, system should process on current frame rate generated by device. This scenario becomes advert when we try to process multiple streams generated by multiple video devices. However thanks to Face Detection and Recognition algorithm that they can be computationally feasible for parallel processing.

In recent trends we have seen that Graphics processing units emerges with high parallel computing capabilities. For example the GeForce GTX 770 developed by NVIDIA graphics card can gives 3213 GFLOPS. The CUDA proposed by NVIDIA [1] is C-based programming model gives developer to explore the use parallel computation capabilities of GPU in easy manner without mapping algorithm to graphics programming structure.

In this paper we have used the computation capability of Modern GPU to achieve extreme parallelism for face detection and recognition. As above GPU has a compute capability of 3.0 [2] which provides a feature that below 3.0 doesn’t support. The global function that run on device can be called from both host and device in compute capability greater than 3.0 that provide multiple thread launching from multiple previously launched threads. For face detection we have used Viola and Jones [3] algorithm with Adaboost framework and face recognition carried out with M. Turk, A. Pentland, “Eigenfaces for Recognition” [4] which provide ability to recognize the faces from above face detector. We have developed the parallel algorithm from above algorithms and implemented them in graphics processor with the help of CUDA.

We have tested this our propped technique on static images database, video database as well as live frames captured from video devices. Our experimental results shows that speed of face detection and recognition is much higher rates as compare to previous work. We also demonstrated our system is robust to changing illumination scenarios.

This paper is organized in following section. Section II provides the related done work in face detection and recognition. Section III gives overview of GPU architecture and memory model for general device. Section IV describe Viola and Jones face detection method and its implementation in CUDA with cascade detection. Section V gives procedural and parallel implementation for face recognition also describes the overall system design. Finally section VI and VII gives performance analysis and conclusion with future work.

II. RELATED WORK

The Image processing is widely research topic from last two decade in which face detection and recognition is mostly explored topic. The researcher proposed many technique face detection [3], [5], [6], [7], [8] .Out of these work the Viola and Jones [3] provided solution detect faces
at 15 fps (for 320×288 images) with adaboost learning algorithm on CPU. The work done in [9] detect the faces at 90 fps (for 320×240 images) with maintaining accuracy for low resolution images.

For Face recognition the[4], [10], [12],[13], [14] are the proposed techniques among these technique the PCA proposed by M. Turk, A. Pentland [4] works on the training set of M images to prepare face space. Training has much more computation but initially it has done identifying the unknown face can be done in minimum time. The work done by Y. Woo, C. Yi, Y. Yi [14] for face recognition on GPU shows calculation for 400 training set it takes covariance matrix multiplication 120 ms, to calculate eigenfaces 60 ms and projecting a face take 95 ms which provides a feasible solution.

With CUDA programming model we can process these two task i.e. face detection and face recognition in parallel. The graphic processor has a compute capability of 3.0 can launch multiple kernels from device. This provides a much higher detection and recognition rates. As compare to OpenGL CUDA provide faster data Transfer between CPU to GPU whenever the memory is required by threads. CUDA can also map host memory [15] that can be accessed by kernel threads. In our work we use host mapped memory as a shared Buffer that can be accessed by both GPU and CPU. The advantage of creating a shared Buffer we doesn’t require to transfer the whole data to GPU Memory When the thread request the data the shared buffer data transferred to block memory. This type of memory access is faster than cudaMemcpy function. Our face recognition system provides much higher rates than previously proposed solution also this is the attempt to detect faces and recognize them parallel on GPU.

III. GPU ARCHITECTURE AND CUDA PROGRAMMING MODEL

The Graphics processor has a tremendous computation capability for parallel computation previously used for Image rendering. CUDA is a C – based programming model provide easy development and deployment in general purpose computation. In this section we will see salient feature of CUDA programming and GPU architecture.

The GPU has multiple processor and each processor is a set of SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) processor known as streaming multiprocessor. For example the GeForce GTX 770 has 192 multiprocessor that means each has 16 SIMD cores. The device has separate global memory where global data gets store, constant memory stores readable data and texture memory used to perform read only memory.

Figure 1 shows a CUDA programming model memory model has a parallel computation block called as grid. Grid is launched from host code. The CPU called as host and GPU termed as device. A grid has 3 dimension launched in x, y, z coordinates form multiple grids can be launched in one device as shown kernel 1,kernel 2. Grid contains thread block also launched in 3 dimension usually referred to access thread Index and Block Index. Figure 3 shows the example of kernel launch of (3×2) block and each block contain (5×3) threads These threads are unit of execution and each thread cab be uniquely identified by block index and thread index.

IV. CUDA BASED PARALLEL FACE DETECTION

A. CUDA IMAGE PYRAMID

Image pyramid down sampling construction is done in on GPU with taking scale factor of 1.2. We used nearest neighbour down sampling method for creating the pyramid for every block organized to detect a face present in it. Each block calculate its own image down sampled until the image size becomes 24×24. In viola and jones [3] the detection window is taken as 24×24.The Fig. 2 shows image pyramid for respective blocks.

B. CUDA Integral Image Calculation

Viola and jones uses adaboost machine learning algorithm for accurate and fast face detection the algorithm uses to pick up the most promising feature from over complete set of haar feature to recognizes it is a face or not. Figure 3 shows the four kinds of haar feature that need to apply on image. Generally we can use 10^5 such feature of different sizes and location on to image. The Viola and jones used the frame detection window of size 24×24. Now these feature are applied on to image to calculate the sum of all pixel values under dark region subtracted from sum of all pixel values under bright region.
Fig. 3 haar feature rectangle A and B are 2 rectangle feature C and D are 3 and 4 rectangle feature to calculate the prefix sum (courtesy : [3])

For haar feature A (shown in fig. 3) applied on image gives a higher value at nose area over a complete image. But this method not feasible Viola and Jones used Integral image calculation [3]. The integral image calculation at location \((x, y)\) is a sum of the pixel values above and to left of the point \((x, y)\).

\[
ii(x, y) = \sum_{x' \leq x, y' \leq y} i(x', y')
\]

Using the integral image we can calculate rectangle sum easily in four value access. Now we can calculate the image integral on GPU using vertical prefix or by horizontal prefix as shown in fig. 4 for each thread calculate sum row wise or can be done in column wise.

A. Cascade Detection

Integral image represented in previous section computes the sum of for rectangle in Fig. 3 shows that for rectangle A and B takes six value access from corner points for figure C and D it takes eight and nine point access respectively. There are large set these feature Viola and Jones [3] solved this problem by defining feature as weak classifier and strong classifier. The weak classifier decided as threshold value assigned to them.

\[
h(U) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } pf(U) < p\theta \\
0 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

The equation \( h(U) \) is a weak classifier of image detection window 24×24 indicated as \( U \). \( \theta \) is a threshold over parity \( p \). This equation construct a set of weak classifier which are used in adaboost learning algorithm to construct a strong classifier. Combining these classifier gives to form a strong classifier gives probability of sub window 24 × 24 has a face or not. Following equation gives describe strong classifier.

\[
H(U) = \sum_{t=1}^{T} \alpha_t h_t(U)
\]

\( H(U) \) is a linear combination of weak classifier in a stage from 1 to \( T \) where \( \alpha_t \) is a normalized weight of \( h_t \) weak classifier. Image of size \( 480 \times 600 \) has 35 detection sub window. Alternatively the size of window increased as the image pyramid down scaled as shown in Fig. 2. To compute strong classifier over a window of size 24×24 takes huge amount of computation for all weak classifier. Viola and Jones [3] comes with stagging solution consist set of weak classifier in each stage. The first stage weak classifier give most promising solution weather sub window contain a face or not. The size number of weak classifier of stage increases from one stage to another. Fig 5 shows at first stage if a sub window passes first stage it given to second stage shows that the window contain face else rejected from further processing. Maximum non face sub window rejected in first and second stage.

The cascade detector when passes all stages stage gives result that the sub window has a face. This face is given to another CUDA device function for face recognition described in next section.

\[
\text{Fig. 5 A schematic progress of strong classifier as every window does this processing in stages maximum non faces are rejected in stage 1 and 2 further processing avoided (courtesy: Viola and Jones [3])}
\]
Face Recognition we have used technique described by M. Turk, A. Pentland [4]. Eigenface technique works on previously training dataset from known faces calculates its Eigenfaces. For our experiment we used two dataset first yale dataset [16] of images contains 5760 images (90×112) of 10 subjects size .second database used from Bioloid face dataset [17] 1521 images (384×286) of 23 different person. We also included the local faces in our experiment. The training have been done on CPU but new face recognized on GPU.

The set of training is organized to compute Eigenfaces by taking all M images. Computes the average face from image set as adding all matrix into each other taking average let I be set of training images.

\[ I = \{\Gamma_1, \Gamma_2, \Gamma_3, \ldots, \Gamma_M\} \]

The mean face can be computed and subtracted from all training image set.

\[ \Psi = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{n=1}^{M} \Gamma_n \]

\[ \Phi_i = \Gamma_i - \Psi \]

The sample training set of 16 people and there mean face is shown in Fig.7 and Fig. 8 respectively. Converting the two dimensional images of N×N into one dimension N^2×1 into matrix A size N^2×M .For computing the covariance matrix need N^2 ×N^2 computation which is not feasible as

\[ C = AA^T \]

Subsequently the no of computation reduced from N^2×N^2 to M×M also covariance matrix C has M no of eigen vectors denoted as u. The eigen vectors are selected from M eigen vector.

\[ u_i^T u_k = \delta_{ik} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } i = k \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

\[ \lambda_k = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=1}^{M} (u_i^T \Phi_i)^2 \]

Where \( u_i \) is a eigen vector and \( \lambda_k \) is eigen value for covariance matrix C. Whenever a face is detected by any of the thread from face detection it is given to face recognizer. Let new face be r transformed into its eigenface component as

\[ w_k = u_k^T (\Gamma - \Psi) \]

Where k is number of eigen faces in face space [4].The weights of eigenfaces \( \Omega = \{\omega_1, \omega_2, \omega_3 \ldots \omega_M\} \) provides the contribution of each training images into input image eigenface. Now the by using euclidian minimum distance we can find the best describing face from training set.

\[ \varepsilon_k = ||\Omega - \Omega_k|| \]

Where k is a number of eigenface that give \( \varepsilon_k \) minimum over some threshold value \( \theta \). If a new face passes minimum Euclidian distance then it the face from training set else it is an unknown face. The Fig. 9 shows the complete overview of our proposed system.

\[ C = A^T A \]
As the system overview describe each block computes its own image from up to down sampling. Each thread computes its sub window to find whether window contains face or not by using viola and jones face detection algorithm [3]. If any thread find face that face resizes to training image size. The new face will be processed instantly for recognition (as described in section V). Since the face get processed instantly save time to other faces recognize. Our experimental result show that difference.

**VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS**

The programming language used for CPU is C++ (gcc version 4.6.3) and for GPU programming we used CUDA 5.5 C-based programming language provided by NVIDIA. For loading and saving images used openCV 2.7.1 for support. The processor intel ® Xenon(R) CPU E3-1220 V2 has 3.10GHz clock speed with 4 core and has 7.8 GiB RAM. The GPU used GeForce GTX 770 GPU has 1536 cores, memory bandwidth of 220.6 GB/sec and has a 2 Gib of global memory. The Fig. 10 shows some snapshot taken form video device to show a person identity. Fig 10, 11 shows result on static images.

**Fig. 11 face processing on static image.**

**Fig. 12 statistical analysis of face processing system on GPU vs CPU with different frame sizes.**

Remember that these reading are taken for varying width and height of same video device along with the one person in front of camera device. On CPU face processing system takes much time than GPU as it has to wait for all faces detected in frame but in case of parallel system any face detected at any time gets recognized instantly. That’s make a difference in between CPU implementation and GPU implementation in real time.

**Fig. 13 Time taken by individual component on GPU vs CPU.**

Fig.14 and 15 are frames of size 1219×810 and 2048×1536 respectively. The first frame has taken 893.78 ms and second frame has taken 1466.38 ms for overall processing (excluding image loading and writing to hard disk)
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

As the developed system processes face both detection and recognition in real time on GPU fastest than CPU. The algorithms are run in parallel one detects a face and forward it to face processing system is a key point of this paper. In conventional face processing system face recognizer has to wait until all the faces in frame gets detected therefore a time consumption is large. As from the experimental results it is clear that the GPU plays a vital role in parallel computing.

This system is for one camera device if there are multiple cameras and wants to track a person from one device to another how the hand off take place between multiple devices? How to synchronise time frame between two devices? are the future work for this paper.
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